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Like NIEHS (and many other institutes),
NHGRI aims to explore gene-environment
interactions
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Strategicvision for improvinghumanhealth
at The ForefrontofGenomics
https://dol.org/10.1038/541586-020-2817-4
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Starting with the launch of the Human Genome Project three decades ago, and

continuing after its completion in 2003, genomics has progressively come to have a
central and catalytic role in basic and translational research. In addition, studies
increasingly demonstrate how genomic information can beeffeccively used in clinical
care. In the future, the anticipated advances in technology development, biological
insights, and clinica I applicacions(among others) will lead to more widespread
integration of genomics into almost all areas of biomedical research, che adoption of
genomicsinto mainstream medical and public·health practices, and an increasing
relevance of genomics for everyday life. On behalf of che research community, che
National Human Genome Research Institute recently completed a multi·year process
of strategic engagement to identify future research priorities and opportunities in
humangenomics, with an emphasis on healchapplicacions. Here wedescribeche
highest-priority elements envisioned for the cutting·edge of human genomics going
forward-chat is, ac 'The Forefront of Genomics'.

Beginning In October 1990, a pioneering group of lnternaelonal
researchers began an audacious Journey to generate the first map and
sequence of che human genome, marking the start of a 13-yearodyssey
called the Human Genome Projecc'·1. The successful and earlycomple
tlon of the Project In 2003, which Included parallel studies of a set of
model organism genomes. catalysed enormous progress 1ngenomlcs
resea rc,h.leading the slgnatu re advances has been a greater than one
mllllon-foldreduction Inthe cost of DNAsequenclng4 • This decrease has
allowed the generation of1nnumerablegenome sequences, Including
hundredsof thou.sandsofhuman genomesequences(both In research
and cllnlcal settings), and the continuous development of assays to
Identify and characterize functlonal genomic elements.v;_These new
tools, together with Increasingly sophisticated statistical and compu
tational methods, have enabled researchers to create rich catalogues of
human genomic varlants 1.1,to gal n an ever -deepen! ng understanding of
the functional complexlllesoflhe human genome 1, and to determine
the gen om le bases of thousands of human dlseases'-to.1n turn, the past
decade has brought the Initial realization of genomlcmedlclneu, as
research successes have been converted Into powerful tools for use
In healthcare, lncludlngsomatlc genome analysis for cancer(enabllng
development of targeted therapeutic agentsf, non-Invasive prenatal
genetic screen1ngu. andgenomlcs-based tests for a growing sec of
paediatric conditions and rare disorders 14,among others.
In essence. with growing Insights about the structure and function of
the human genome and ever-Improving laboratory and computational
tech nologles, gen om lcs has become Increasingly woven Into the fabric
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of biomedical research, medical practice, and society. Thescope,scale,
and pace of genomic advances so far were nearly unimaginable when
the Human Genome Project began; even today, such advances are yield
ing sc.iencIfieand cllnlcalopportunities beyond our lnltlal ex pee ta tlo ns,
with many more anticipated In the next decade.
Embracing Its leadership role In genomlcs. the NaClonal Human
Genome Research Institute (NHGRI)has developed strategic visions
for thefleldat key1nnect1onpoints, In particular at theendofthe Human
Genome Project In 2003 1.sand then again at the beginning of the last
decade ln20111'.Thesevislonsoutllnecl the mostcompelllngopportunl
tles for human genomlcs research, Ineach case Informed by a multi-year
engagement process. NHGRIendeavoured tostartthe new decade with
an updated strategic vision for human genomlcs research. Through a
planning process that Involved more than SOevents (such as dedicated
workshops. conf ere nee sessions, and webInars) over the past two years
(see http://genome.gov/genom1cs2020), the Institute collected Input
from a large number of stakeholders, with the resulting Input catalogued
and synthesized using the Frameworkdepicted In Fig, 1.
UniIke the past, this round of strategic planning was greatly lnnu.
enced by the now wldelydlssemlnated nature of genomlcs across bio
medicine. A representative glimpse Into chis historic phenomenon Is
Illustrated In Fig. 2. During the Human Genome Project. NHGRIwas
the primary funder of human genomlcs research at the US National
Institutes of Health (NIH), but the past two decades have brought a
greater than tenfold Increase In the relative f ractlon of funding coming
from other parts of the NIH.
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GxE – an NHGRI Guiding Principle/Value
“Provide a conceptual research framing that consistently
examines the role of both genomic and non-genomic
contributors to health and disease — routinely
considering the importance of social and environmental
factors that influence human health (and the interactions
among those components and genomics)”

Nature volume 586, pages 683–692 (2020) https://doi.org/10.1038/s41586-020-2817-4
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Specific GxE Goals

•
•
•
•

Functional Genomics
Multi-omic Approaches to Disease and Risk
Data Science Methods
Health Disparities
•
•
•
•

Nature volume 586, pages 683–692 (2020) https://doi.org/10.1038/s41586-020-2817-4
https://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-HG-22-007.html
https://www.genome.gov/event-calendar/multi-omics-in-health-and-disease
https://www.genome.gov/Funded-Programs-Projects/Electronic-Medical-Recordsand-Genomics-Network-eMERGE
• https://www.genome.gov/Funded-Programs-Projects/PRIMED-Consortium
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Partnership is Needed
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Stewardship in GxE Research
Tools, methods, and knowledge that NHGRI and
genomics can bring to the table:
•
•
•
•

Genomic and functional databases
DNA sequencing methods
Large-scale data handling and analysis methods
Phenotype databases (e.g., PhenX toolkit)

Need to further build NHGRI’s assets for GxE research
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NHGRI’s Assets Include ELSI

NHGRI Ethical, Legal, and Social Implications Research Program

•
•
•
•

Origins at start of Human Genome Project
Multidisciplinary
Broad range of implications of genomics
Informs genomics research
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ELSI Scholarship Guides Genomics

•
•
•
•
•

Research data governance
Return and communication of research results
Conflation of race and biology in genomics
Working in concert with communities
Social implications of research findings
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GxE ELSI to Date

Thank you for taking part!
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